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PRÉCIS 
 

MODERNIZATION OF CANADA’S GRAIN INDUSTRY ACT 
 
 
PURPOSE: 
The purpose of this legislation is to align the Canada Grain Act (CGA) with the needs of today’s 
grain sector. 

This legislation will build upon amendments made to the CGA as part of the Jobs and Growth 
Act, 2012 to streamline the operations of the Canadian Grain Commission (CGC) and reduce 
costs to the grain sector.  

PRINCIPLES: 

The proposed amendments to the CGA are part of the ongoing transformation and modernization 
of Canada’s grain sector. The Government is committed to modernizing the grain sector in order 
to improve its overall competitiveness by: encouraging economic growth; reducing costs and 
increasing efficiency of operations; and building on the Marketing Freedom for Grain Farmers 
Act, previous CGA amendments under the Jobs and Growth Act, 2012, and the passage of the 
Fair Rail for Grain Farmers Act.  

MAJOR PROVISIONS: 

The Bill proposes amendments that can be grouped under three headings: 

Enhancing producer protection 

The right to CGC binding determination of grade and dockage would be extended to deliveries at 
licensed process elevators, grain dealers, and container loading elevators. This will provide 
producers with the same rights for all of their deliveries to CGC licensees.   

Authority would be given to establish a producer compensation fund. A producer compensation 
fund would be another tool available to improve current producer payment protection. A 
producer compensation fund would pool risk across all licensees and cost less, while continuing 
to provide payment protection for producers. 

Enhancing grain quality and safety assurance 

A new class of licence would be established for container-loading elevators. This amendment 
will allow the CGC to respond effectively to quality complaints on container shipments, license 
the grain industry consistently, and maintain Canada’s reputation for consistent, high quality 
grain. 

Amendments would clarify the CGC’s role in eastern Canada, which includes repealing existing 
CGA provisions that, if they were to be brought into force, would allow the CGC to regulate 
grain in eastern Canada as it does in western Canada. Authority for the CGC to monitor and test 
grain in elevators in eastern Canada would be established to maintain and strengthen grain safety 
assurances, and help resolve market access disputes. This proposal would only be implemented 
after consultations with the provinces and stakeholders.  
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Modernizing the Canada Grain Act 
The mandate of the CGC would be clarified to clearly specify that the organization acts in the 
interest of the entire grain sector and all Canadians, including grain producers. The clarified 
mandate is consistent with, and will reflect, the CGC’s role as an unbiased regulator.  

Enforcement of CGA provisions would be improved by increasing maximum fines and 
developing a system of monetary penalties. Making violations subject to administrative monetary 
penalties will permit the CGC to respond more appropriately to common violations, and will 
improve compliance. 

A non-binding decision review mechanism would be established which allows affected 
stakeholders to request a review of certain CGC decisions. A panel of three will be selected by 
the complainant and the CGC, to review appeals on CGC decisions. This change will provide a 
more responsive and less costly alternative to Federal Court. 

Authority would be provided to the CGC to require that persons delivering to a licensee sign a 
declaration regarding specified characteristics of the delivered grain. Also, amendments would 
allow CGC licensees to refuse deliveries of unregistered varieties of grain to prevent the mixing 
of these varieties of grain with other grain.  

BENEFITS: 
The regulatory framework for the grain industry will be modernized to reflect current practices. 
Producer protections and grain quality and safety assurance will be enhanced. Enforcement of 
CGA provisions will be improved and less burdensome. Efficiencies will be realized in producer 
protection and enforcement. These amendments will produce benefits for producers, the grain 
industry, and all Canadians. 


